
It would be difficult today to think of ·the guitar without 
thinking of Andres Segovia, who, perhaps more than any 
single artist with any single instrument in history, has 
achieved a renaissance of his own. The musical wave 
wliich Segovia has set in motion reaches on and on, and 
has prompted conservatories to open positions for guitar 
instruction (many of which are occupied by pupils of the 
Master), encouraging more and more frequent concert 
appearances by young guitar virtuosos, and inspiring 
composers to write music for the instrument-or, more 
accurately, to write music for Segovia. For the personal 
impact of the man himself can· be detected in the attitude 
of almost all the composers who have dedicated works to 
him -which is something easy to understand and Is due, 
in part, to the fact that few composers know the technique 
of the instrument from the "inside"; as Segov,a has said: 
"composers (for the guitar] will always have to compose 
through the player." 
Alexandre Tansman, born in Lodz, Poland, in 1897, 
moved to Paris in 1921, and shortly thereafter became 

acquainted with Segovia. The Mazurka in the present suite 
was written for the guitarist In the early '20s; the remainder 
of the work is new. "I have been fascinated," wrote Tans-
man by way of introduction to the Suite in Modo Po/on/co, 
"by Andres Segovia's musical personality since the first 
contact I had with his art, and I am proud to have been 
among the first young (at the time) composers to have 
composed a work for him. Our collaboration has never 
stopped....
 This suite.'' Tansman continues, "Is Inspired by the ancient 
court dances of Poland. Some of them-the Gaillarde, the 
Branle -have counterparts elsewhere In Europe; others are 
typically 
 Polish (the Polonaise, the Mazurka) .... The subject has 
been treated in a language which seems to me most suited 
for a work based on national or traditional forms-lhat Is, I 
have avoided any voluntary stylization or modernization 
which, if adapted to the pure melodic lines, the popular 
harmonic style, and rhythmic meters, would result in some-
thing artificial and hybrid." 
Federico Mompou, born in Barcelona in 1893, first estab-

lished his reputation as a subtle keyboard miniaturist In 
Paris in the early 1920s. His love of the simplicity of the 
Catalonian folk music is revealed in the concise and 
Impressionistic pieces for which he created his own individ-
ual style-breaking away from bar lines, key signatures, and 
orthodox cadences-an approach which he himself described 
as prlmltlv/sta. The present work, published In an edition 
revised by Segovia, makes use of the normal devices ot 
notation, but the Catalonlan affections of the composer are 
in no way beclouded, and the folk character of the music is 
created with an art which conceals itself. The Suite Com-
postelana is a tribute to Santiago de Composte:a, the 
ancient cathedral city in northwest Spain where each 
summer, for years, Andres Segovia and his colleagues 
have gathered to teach and to perform. 
Marla Esteban de Valera has been a close friend of Andres 
Segovia's all her life. The two charming sketches played 
here were written specially for him. They are simple and 
melodicone gentle and serene, the other more deliberate In 
mood.  
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1 Suite In Modo Polonico
Composed By – Alexandre Tansman
2 Suite Compostelana
Composed By – Federico Mompou
3 Two Miniatures
Composed By – María Esteban De Valera

Recording Info: Recorded by America Decca 1965
Producer – Israel Horowitz
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